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THE M I S S I N G L I N Y. 

THREE DECADES OF INrELLECTIJAL SLotH: 
MASSES AS CREATIVITY vs. COUNrER-REVOLUTION 

I- Czechoslovakia 

Two actions -- one of counter-revolution end one of masses as creativity 
stand facing us today. These two absolute opposites demand answers that are both 
very concrete and yet disclose a peTspective that is long-term, for the final 
struggle ts yet to come. 

The first .... the Russian invasion of Czechoslovski6 ..... has stripped away 
the last shred of illusion that deStaUnizatlon has changed the raature of stat_e
capit&lism calling itself Communism, with itCJ for'ced labor camps and totelltarian 
politics. That may -- or may not -~ cure also the blindness of the New Left 
that seems to think that dehumanization aceompsnies only the imperialism of pri
_vate capitalism. Judging by the fact that Castrc 1~shed to embrace the counter
re.volution while-M~:~.o, with his built-in· snti-Russ!anism, opportuniatic;:ally·opposu~d. 
it, without, however, embracing the opponents of "Reviston'tsm11 .... we fl!USt not · 
\.•sit· breat;hlessly fo~ -the NeW Left.•g awakening, 

One of the focal points of the Draft The£~:ls was the questt.on: Who Arrest
ed the French Revolution? We then pointed out that th~ Communist betrayal re
mains without -theoret'ical; effect and contains so mar.y _P.ractical dangers for _the 
future because of Trot.skyism•s failure to grapple.with the~ nat:ul'e·of pre
sent-day Co~Jnism. Since many of the revolutionaries, hoYever, were no.t · T~ot

.skyists (not always for the best. reasons) it was eve1· so ·easy to evade the crucial 
question .... the setf-par8Iysis of the New Left caused by the failure· to "1ork out 
a totally new philosophy of liberation that yet had deep historic r.oots. We 
expect that ·New Left will repeat its evasions when it eomes to r~vOlution in East· 
Europe. 

We, on the other hand, must mDke our constant point of departure and 
point of return the human crest ivity merit fest· both East end West;, eapecially, at 
this moment, East Europe, which though subjected to the tanks~ troop~, airplanes, 

"is resisting without ever forgetting that the struggle for liberation is not 
separate and .apart fro~ a philosophy of liberation. 

Deprived of their n~ss media, the C=echoslovak people neverth~less mBBS 
communicate, whethe~ that be a general strike, individual acts of sabotage and 
confusion of the enemy, ·or collective acts of daring and i~ginstion, having al
ready defined their pa~sionate adherence to freedom and to Marxism, in the phrase 
of Ivan Svitak, who concluded that· "if it isn't freedom, lt fon't Marxism." 

Thus, the creativity as ACT and creativity as PHILOSOPHY become one. 
As against this unity of thought and actions, though It Is a• yet only In Its 
infancy, stands the duality that has rent the Left asunder for the past 30 years 
as eecrepit capitalism has ,become ever more unacceptable to the maases: 

(1) 30 years ago, state-c•pltsllsrn calling Itself Ccrnmuniam showed Its 
class nature by decapitating what waa left of the General Staff of the Russian 
Revolution in the infamous Moscow Trials, as the new ruling class coneolidated 
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Jts -oower. 

In the same period, however, fsscJsm rose in Spain and as the Spantsh 
Revolution was defending itself fro:n this counte!'-rcvolution, the mainstream of 
the Left refused to concern itself with 11 factional 11 disputes among those who 
"still ltved in 1917." The inescapable result of thie self-paralysis was that 
Stalinism triumphed in Russia, fascism in Spain and Nazism invaded Czechoslo-
vakJa. 

(2) 20 years ago came the Russian turn to corry off a coup in Czecho
slovakisa But, again, there was not only a duslity in the Left, but an absolute 
refusal to face reality comprehensively. There wss a new enemy that took all 
their .cctiva time -- the Harshail Plan for \o1estern Burope. The Czechoslovak coup 
was dismhsed, as Eugene McCarthy this year tr.ied to dismiss it because it in
terfered with his intiapolitical fight, as "not being a world-shaking event." 

Again, mankind ended up with both the victory of American imperialis~ 
in Western Europe and .the victory of StSTTntsm in Eastern Europe. · 

(·3) 10 years ago, the world f£1ced a stmultane!ty of invasions ..... the 
complexities of the world refusit:tg to get cut up into neatly labelled packages 
marked "gocd guys" atld "bad guys" to make .it easy for the Left 11to ~boose sides". 
This time, while Russia invaded Hungary, Britain, FraTicc and Israel invaded Suez. 

Although it was impossible in 1956 merely to disregard the Hungarian 
Freedom Fighters, ss the 1948 Czech coup was 'disregarded,. since ·a people took to. 
open revolution against Commun_ism, the- imperialist invasion of Suez gave the 
"broad" Left just the proper excuse not to face the reality that disclosed that 
the "West" and "East" constituted, not two dtfferent clssa "camps", but one 
~apltalistic wo~ld rent in tw&in only because £!£h of the _poles of world capital 
wanted to be the sole master of the whole world. 

The true class o-oppnents were within each coontry, end these were en .. 
gaged in a life and death battl~~ But it was insufficient to move Left ideolo .. 
gists Yho were too preoccupierJ.wi'th "activity" to do anything about "~heory." 

(4) 'foday, the world again becomes .witness to an invasion, a Comrwnist 
invasion of Czechoslovekia,even Yhile American imperialism is still ravaging 
Vietnam. Are we- once again doomed to reFP-at the long list of trngedies, of 
doomed revolutions and victorious counter·-revoht!ons by allowing the theoretic 
void to pass itself off as the imperativeness of sidin8 with "lesser evil,.? 

One look at the smallness of the demonstrations proeesting the invasion 
of Czechoslovakia as against the massive gatherings in the anci-Vietnam protests 
would seen1 to answer the question in the affirmative. Worse than the smsllness 
of numbers protesting is the underlying ideology. As one student protester ad
mitted, he came to the demonstration despite a full night's pressure by his 
friends trying to disSuade him from doing so on the ground that "it would hurt 
the Left. 11 · 

There is only one way to reverse the tragic trend, end that is- through 
a breakthrough In the field of ldeaa against the accumulated Intellectual aloth. 
This is a necessary precondition to liberation itself. 
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II The Frenc~ Revolt and Its Analysts 

Volumes could be written a~out th& stubborn resistance to working 
out a new relationship of theory to practice in the "West" where there ls, at 
least formally, freedom of thought, as against the hunger for just such theoreti
cal preparation l.n a country llke Czechoslovakia that is at this very moment 
under occupation. For the moment, we ~ill limit ourselv~s to three representa
tive intellectual trends in the analysts of the F're.nch Re~/oluttr.m. Eugene will 
deal with the events themselves in his report. 

Although the spontaneous French student revolt tn~ptred the proletariat: 
not the peasantry; centered in the city, not the countrysldei used historic open 
barricades, not hidden mountain retreats; was spontaneoua, not planned from above; 
displayed a yeritable hatrad for elitism Instead of any ~ish ~o substitute an 
elitist guerrilla fo"rce for en elitist party; and, far from making a fetish of 
secretive guerrilla focos, prefer~ed open revolutionary propaganda ":' .. in spi~e 
of all these oppositions, Jean-Paul Saitre sti 1.1 msnaged to eee in this near .. 
revolution in Fi-ance·a "similarity" to the Castl·o .. type guerrilla war. Which 
doesn't keep Sartre, after all his mouting. nbout the 6etrayal of the French 
Cormnunist Party,, from 4emanding a com.'l\On front with the betr.ayerst 

Thus,· Herbert ~~arcuse, although the proletariat that he had long dis .. 
counted had become the force that transformed a student revoit into· a proletarian 
revolut"ion, .neverthete'ss likens this spontaneous n.;ar .. re~olution to Mao's so
called Cultural.Revolution~ He, himself, however, feels compelled to. add some 
disqualifiers, like 11 in the sense that" It was not Bn economic. revolt; or 11 in 
the sense that"• it was political; and, again, ''in the sense thatu it was philo
sophic; or "in the sense that" it was total in its r~jeCtion of th~ ~ .!1.!:!!!• 

But if ·it was.polltical, philosophic, total, then.why not use these 
precise wordc instead of superimposing upon events descriptions in inexact',- iimp.: 
tng, and, indeed, non-existing "cultural" manifestations. If there Was anything 
that not only' the proletariAt, but the students. thems'i\lves, cared little.- about, 
it was the "cultural" aspects· of their Own revolt. What .. they, di" wSnt is a .social 
revolution. 

Daniel Cohn-Bendit, who, in counter-distinction to Jean-Paul Sartre•s 
fellow-travelling experiences, hateP. Communists (and not only totalitarian Com
runists of today, but also of Lenin''s day) and, tn cOntradistinction to Herbert 
Marcuse•s ivory tower is an authentic young revolutionary anarch·tst student 
leader, nevertheless th\nks theoreticians are hlaugh3b!e 11 and credits all changes 
to"the act.n But what distinguished it from all other te.ndenctes in the revolu .. 
tionary movement was not 11 the act", but his cnti-elltist concept and Marxist
libertarian viston in~e act. 

·why then should he show such disdain for l~lnd? Hind, Spirit, both as 
history and as perspective, is not mere culture nor mere pract1c~, but the unity 
of thought and a6t.lons in philosophy as a sctf .. Qeveloprrr~nt ::tnd .!mJ~ lib~ra
tion. The very same type of disdain, I might add 1 is inherent in bourgeois 
practice ever alnce the Frenck Revolution destrOyed feudaltsm and assured the! rule 
of the bourgeoisie who then had no further use for Reason whose further implica
tions show 1 t to be the movement to freedom. 

By making Reason and Revolution synonymous, Ma:rx rightl)' said that the 
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proletariat was the heir to the dialect\cal philoso?hy, and alone could "realize" 
it, that ts, make freedom .s£• Far from tUl'nlng hiG bnck on philosophy, he showed 
that the proletariat as the subject who uould bring about a new society was insep
arAble from the movement that would ~ philosophy and reality, break down the 
division between mental and manual labor in the person. The road to the new 
society is paved not only by the self-orgintzation of th~ workers but also the 
historic organization of the theoreticians and workers. 

This philosophy has ever since Man's death become the missing link 
in the revolutionary movement. 

Why, for that mntter, does a Sartre, who has no love for the Trotskyists, 
give a Trotskyist prescription, though not by name, for the next step in French 
development? Why does a Hegelian-Marxian philosopher like Herbert Mercuse, who 
surely knows the difference between superficial culture and philosophy as negation 
of the cultural "affirmations", that is to say, the apologia for the status quo, 
-- why should he suddenly be so enamoured of Nao's "cultu-ral revolution" that he 
even drags it onto the French scene? Why is he So ii1Sl.!tent that the missing 
link of philosophy never be found? Where some. left theoreticians are ready to 
conclude that automated capitalism makes ~ one-dimensional, it is, on the ~on
trHry, theoretical thought that ~as become one-dimensional. 

Why should an activist·, a young revolutionary, fall prey to the lureR 
of ·the_ escaplst.'s desigri foj" living by denying·theory? 

Some illumination of the intellectuals' self-paralysis is cast, not so 
, much by European or As tan events, but by the Amer.icSn ·scene ...... with its brutal 

imperialism, _racist politics, degeneracy -M as if decrepit capitalism ''here" can 
make state-capitalism "there" SR'.ell as fresh as 8 new society! It is trye, of 
course, that when it comes to the latest capitalist .exhibitions -- the Republican 
arld De~ocrattc Party· circuses .... even one~dimenston 1S an exaggeration; it iR 
sheer non-existence. 

Therein lies one element, but only one element, which drives intellee ... 
tuals to tailending the Commu~ists or to s~me oth~r ~orm of adventurism or op... 
portunism. Let us examine the spectacle, not De an excuse for intellectual despair 
but to see whst, in truth, it yeflects. 

III The Republican and Democratic Party CiF~ 
vs. the Actual Brutality and the Actual Crtmes 

The farcical carnivals called convention's of the main capitalist p8rties 
as they take place in halls, on the one hand, and the deadly pol.ice brutality 
against the black corrmunity in MtamJ and the anti-Vietnam 1,o1ar fighters in Chicago, 
on the other hand, may tell the New Left it has a right to see only the rapacious
ness of American capitalism -- and forget about Communist state-capitalism. These 
circuses, however, are also intended to make the people forget to~hat a truly ex
citing year this has been nationally and internationally, with gr.eat rebellions 
against the status quo in both the capttaltst and Comnunist worlds. 

For the first time in the post World War II world, there was a near• 
revolution in an industrially developed country of Western Europe -- and the 
last word has by no means been written in France. For the first time since the Com
munist coup in Czechoslovakia 20 years back, at which time all feared the v!ctory 
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of totalitarirmism was corolplete, there has been a r.hange of such vast proportions 
that there is a brzath of fresh air of hope of an altogether d!fferent type of 
society than either private or state capitalism. That Ruqst.an Communism and its 
hard-line client states felt threatened enough to invade the country and try to 
crush the revolt cannot take away the page of freedom th2 Czechoslovak people 
have already written into the history books. 

Like the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, the revolt ln Czechoslovakia this 
year not only brought Harxist-Humanism out of the books and onto the historic stage; 
it also began an altogether new approach to the relationship of theory !E2 practice 
to revolution. Thus, it is not only a question of a ~1ny·group Like ours talkit~ 
of the need to work out a ne~ relationship of theory to practJce BB preparation 
fer revolution. It is a people ~ itt or attempting it. And where a revolt, as 
tn Poland , w~s squashed in a fantast~c anti-Semtt1c campaign, it hsd already be
come so deeply ingrDined, that both East European and West European revolutionary 
developments can be summed up by the Polish revolutionary philosopher, Leszek 
Kolakowski in a work entitled Toward a Msrxtst Humanlsm. 

And before these European· developments, there ·~ns the Tet offensive of 
the VietCong which changed the picture so.completely of South Vietnam that tt 
undermined the American Goliath also nt home base, forcing L3J to wit~draw f~om 
the presidential race, and splitting the rulirig class so that not One, but two) 
anti-Vietnam war candidates arose £Tom within the ruling party. 

Even the tragedies, especially that of the assassiMtion of Dr. ~ing, 
spoke not only of death, but also of the never-ending DtrUCsle for freedom of the 

black people. And, for a brief moment, reunited civi 1 rights workers white and 
black, the anti-Vietnam war movement, and reaffirmed the determination to go 
through with the planned PooY. People's March. While the Kennedy assassination 
was not' the result of a conspi:-ac'y by a section of the TGctst ruling class as was 
that of Dr. Kir.g, 'it, too, showed, if even only riegatively, that the urban masses 
were determined to change .the face of the United States. 

The Presidential Convnission had to speak the tr.uth ·_of these .2.!.!-United 
States of America: that it is not one, but_ "two nations, one whit-e and one black, 
separate arid unequal.- 11 Arid while the dominant partieS ape the worst of the recints, 
some rebels Look in near despair at the growth of Wallace as if that was ~11 that 
happened this year', as if we are faced only with defeats and carnivals. It is 
true that anyone watching the conventions of the ~epublicen and Democratic Parties 
(and the worst is yet to come when the Wallace Party holds tts convention) can 
only conclude that: 1) although we had seemed tn.be moving forwsrd.with the split 
in the ruling class revealed in the Kennedy-McCarthy bids for president, now "all 
is lost"; and 2) circuses aren't very funny, especially not when they are sur
rounded by barbed wire, police, army, helicopters circling overhe~d, the hardwaTe 
of an occupied city, and the police brutality of a Gestapo -- Daley-style. 

But then the model of political circusoa -- the Roman circuses ·- never 
were funny for the revolutionsrice of those days who wero thrown to the lions. 
Today is no improvement: antl-Viotn!:lm war lighters :are thrown to jell; police 
practice their sadistic brutality on black revolutionaries to the point of murde~, 
not only South but North, as is shown by the Dlack Panther trial ln Sen Franci~co 
and the actunl shoot-downs in Los Angeles, while that barbarian, Mayor Ooley, airr. 
his view that Negroes should be sent to Alaska to have 11the !r o-:.m state." 
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That a mountebank like Wallace could convince the respectable capitalist 
party bearers to run on his platform speaks volumes. not only of the all-too
obvious hollowness of American democracy, but also of the not-so-obvious and a 
great deal more actual death dgony. One who is sure of long life doesn't trans
for~ his joyous celebration of power and longevity into an armed camp of sadistic 
brutality. One who feels righteous and safe in his affluence doesn't go around 
building walls to shut out the black ghettoes. (And without the humor of Quebec's 
signs ' 1Vlsitez les slums!") One who is sure of his ideological gro-.Jnd doesn't 
go about stealing ·the thunder of a mountebank. · 

These ~rc tut the small signs of capitalism's death throes as it faces 
recession for next yeAr, permanent unemployment and poverty even at the height 
of its "prosperity",. defeats in its attempts at neo-colonialism, and so absolutely 
goes to pieces even in its cloistP.:red- conventions thet they wound up a great deal 
more chaotic than the actions of those they call "nnarch!sts and beatniks" ...... to 
which that Gestapo· Chief of· Pollee of Chicago had the gall to add •~animals". 
The beasts are those in powe~. 

Just as the smallest, technologfcally backward country can keep t!:2 
mightiest military power pinned do~n for four years in the jungles of Vietnam, 

·so the black unarmed n1asses and ,the anti-Vietnam war marchers can ecare ·the 
powers-that-be in the cities so witless that they ideologically ape that sawdu~t 
little Cnesar, Wallace. At the same tir..e, the very fact' t~lat Wallace ~ to 
appeal to part~ of the working class (and not altogether unsuccessfully at that) 
is itself an admission of the failure of the Volatile mixture of mace, police 
bestiality, and n~ch!ne-gun power to stop the ever-deepening black revolt and 
anti-wsr movement. 

Though the rec,ist hue and ~t·y about ''law and order" borders on genOcide, 
they are all totally impotent to embark on any such barbarous oot.1rse. At the same 
thne, the white working class is sure to be brought to its class sense. Divide 
and rule has always been the foundation for class exploitat~ Consider the 1n
s~nsitivity·of the most liberal and most anti-war repres9ntative within the 
capitalist class -- Eugene McCarthy -- who yet defended his choice of Fulbright 
as Sccret&l"y of State on the gl"ound that this Southern segregationist's stand 
at home "Would not affect foreign policy." Cn whet planet· is our liberal poet-
politician llvtng7 · 

We Bl"e at a point of transition when the old world is crumbling to 
pieces but none of the preBent so-called challenger.s know whether this is a trans
ition to a movement forward 01" to a movement baCkward, for the new WOl"ld is not 
yet visible. 

Nor are they aware that tt doe£n't matter who wins the elections. Who
ever the victorious wlga-rian be who wins r.he pl·esidency, he will find what the 
cultul"ed DeGaulle had found -- that, whlle he was cut charming other countries 
as an aspirant for world power, a few thousand of ''his cwn" students inspired 
ten million FTench workers on general strlket and the "charismatic" leader 

. turned out to have an OAS face, plagued, moreover, by en economic crisis along 
with the political one, and both rooted deap in production about which he can Jo 
nothing. 

Like the disintegration of otate-capttsllst Ccmmunlsm, the dncreplt 
·old world capitalism Is peollng off one layer nft~r the oth•r of Its power until 
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there is noth\ng left but the military, nuclearly armed, scared to death since 
that can hardly be used against Jts own masses without ah:o sending the ruling 
classes to kingdom come. 

No wonder the frivolity and boredcm, as well as the brutality and chaos; 
the fear.and sabre-rattling as well as the foreboding of something unknown coming 
which makes them behave as a truly backward "subject" before witch doctors of old 
who, we are told, could moke a perfectly healthy person die just by scaring him 
to death with such foreboding. 

This is, indeed. a sick society,·rottcd to the core. 

The·tragedy, however, lies~ in its disintegration-· it has long 
since outlived its usefulness. The tragedy lies in the missing link in the movemcn'.: 
and consequently the disarray in the ranks ~f the movement that is to be its 
gravedigger, or, more precisely put, in those. who would be leaders of' the grave
diggers, 

Before, 
for the so-called 
revolution? What 

I pointed to the philosopher Herbert Msrcuse and his predi lectio\1 
cultural revolution.· It is· time· tO ask: what is a cultural 
are its histortc .. philosophic roots'l IS it rClEiVant tods.y? 

FR<J.I CULTURE TO PHILOSOPHY TO REVOLUTION, or 
HEGEL'S PHE~~ENOLOGY AND MAO'S CULTURAL REVOLUTION 

In a muted form, Czechoslovakia has been.showing.a'll over· again what 
the ~upreme elementat·outbUrat of proletarian· revolution in Hungary had rev~aled 
in 1956, that the struggle for freedom involves, among othe: things, a breakthrough 
In the field of ideas against the entrenched ideology -· what !~arx called the 
Fetishism of. Commod.ities, or Private property and "equ&lity of exchange a'nd Bentham. 11 

These fetishes of capitalistic culture, ln its private form, had been replaced· in 
state~capitalistlc Conrnunlsm by State Property and tM: Vanguard Party; .!!-!!. 
these the Hungarian R,.volution ·denlollshed .and CzechOslovakia.~is again challenging. 
In their place the Hungarian Freedom Fighters had established Workers Councils, 
many parties and such a free flow of ideas that· the Humanism of Marx saw its 
first direct hlstoric re .. establishmel1t. It is· this which haa never stopped haunt .. 
ing Ma~his day. 

Despite the opportunism and pure anti .. Russtan chauvinism which has led 
MaO preeently to oppose the Russian invasion, Mao has not changed one lots from 
1956 when he urged Khrushchev -- not that Khrushchev needed much urging -- to 
lead a counter .. revolution aglilnst. the Hungarian Freedom Fighters. 

It is true that in Chine itself, for a brief few weekBt Mao had opened 
s new road called "Let One Hundred Flower• Bloom, Let One Hundx·ed Schools of Thought 
Contend". Bt\t the hypocrisy was clear from the stai-t, ·in tha insistence that, 
under all circumstances, on5 and only one PJ:trty re~.tna tht· 11 ~eader". In any case, 
as we all know, the moment the voices of revolt. tegan contend'ng vigorously against 
Nao, stat ins tlu!t what thoy had in China was not genuine Marxism, f~eedom, that 
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freedom to speak out was ended, ond, instead, China embarked on the so-called 
Great Leap Forward. 

Now the shock for needing to end all freedom of speech in China, too, 
sent that Altenated Soul or Unhappy Consciousness .... Hao, after all, had once 
been a revolutionary .... to retrace the stages of alienation described in the 
Phenomenology as if he were being stage-directed by Hegel f~om his grave. 

Marx, you '!Jill remember from the cha-pter "Why Hegel? Why Now?"*• con .. 
sidered Hegel's Phenomer.ology "the birthplace of the Hegelian dialectic"·, which 
contatn€'d "all the elements of criticism" .... and here ""e muse remember the 
meaning of criticism as negation of what 19, so ! repeat :•criticism frequently 
worked out in a manner far beyond the Hegelian stnndpoint11 , that is to say, 
very nearly Marxist. The alienation of Raason as well as of Labor, of Spirit 
(which includes Culture) as welt as of Religion -- the whole dialectic of theory 
and practice moving toward a unity in the Absolute Idea,revealed its ob1ectivitv 
in such _great depths that Marx.made it fouod<ltion of historical mat,erlal tsm. 

Marx insisted that Hegel's abstractions were, in fact, criticisms of 
"whole spheres like religion, the state, ~ourge_ois life, etc." Marx singled out 
special- sections in order to stress that the distinctionS thot Hegel drew, did, 
indeed, ''reach the nub of the matter". The part that directly concerns ·us here 
was the one Hegel entitled "Spirit in Self- Estrangement·, the discipline of 
culture". · 

Note, please, that self-estraugement,alienation, has not·been overcomP. 
though we have now reached the part on Spirit which is t:he cornerstone of the 
Hegelian "system". Remember also tJ;lat Hegel waS himself a bourgeois,, and wasn't 
out to destroy. bourgeois society. Nevertheless, so deva!ltating was his crit:icism 
of its beginnings_ in the Enlightenment that very nearly· nothing has to be sdded 
by Marxists provided, of course, they undcratand that in Hegel, the. critique Js 
"standing on.·its head", that is to soy, ia dealt Wtth only in its thought fo-r:ms. 
What saved Hegel was his profound,· comprehensive, objective historic sense. Thuo 
he praises the Enlightenment • s strugg"te agai nat superst 1 t ion. 11The Enlightenr.tentu, 
he wrote, "upsets the household arrangements which spirit carries out in the· 
house of faith by bringing In the goods and furnishings belonging to the 100rld 
of the Here and Now ... " (p.Sl2) -

In our day, the positive feature of a new culture"upsettlng the 
household nrrangements" ..... in our case by the dominant. prejudices whleh con
stitute white culture's "faith" .... "by bringing in the goods and furnishings 
belonging to the world of the Here and Now", is seen in suCh slogans as "Black 
Is Br~autiful". First, because it is true, and secondly b~cause such separation 
from the dominant superstition is a step toward a new revolution, even as the 
Enlightenment was a-step toward the French Revolution, and the Chineoe did away 
with the comprador bestlsllty of Chiang K•I-Shek, 

What happens the day~ the positive features, which are but be
ginnings, ta what Hegel ~as tracing and crttictz1ng. First, what Hegel called 
the spiritual life of ''pure culture", 1~thich is always just on the surface, ••ts 
the absolute lind universal Inversion of reality and thought, thclr entire e
strangement the c,ne from the other •• , each l! the onpostte of itself." (p.541) 
Thta Ia so because, to begin with, the here and the now was 11 nself-estranged 
resllty". It must che.refore be negated ogatn, but the llmitat ions of culture 

* A draft chapter for the new book, Philosophy and Revolution by Raya Dunsyevskaya 
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make this impossible for by now 11 the noble type of consciousness" finds itself 
"related to state power." (p. 526) The inexorable next stage is that 11 in place 
of revolt appears arrogance." (p.527) 

"Culture takes up nothing but the self and everything as the self, i.e. 
it comprehends everything, extinguishes all objectiveness," (p.512) Spirit, 
says Hege!, thereupon "constructs not merely one world, but H two-fold world, 
divided and self-opposed." There is no escaping the development that "in 
place of revolt appears arrogance" (p.539) ..... unlees one sees It as but a 
"shrivelled akin" and is ready to slough it ofr:--8Ut that can hardly be done 
while you're still ln the culture skin, while your "self-diremption" cannot move 
you from individual' ego to universal mind so that ·you get tu true individuality 
or, as Hegel called tt in Philosophy of M!nd, "individuality freed of ~11 that 
interferes with its uni•.tersality, that i!: freedom4 11 Once freedom is the goal, 

-then nothing, culture Included, ·will be allowed to stand in its way. 
Only then, to repeat the expression Hegel borrowed from Diderot, ''will, one 
fine morning, it (spirit) give its comrade a shove in the elbow, when, bash! 
crash! .... and the idol is lying .on the floor." (p.565) 

But this 11 bash! c1·ashl 11 can't just be destruct:fon .... wtiJch ts Whet 
attracts all ...... it can come only when·a new ~oad to freedom is open befo~ you. 
It got open in the Phenomenology because it was Hind, Spirit, the Uialectic of 
Theory and Practice which' did the shoving, msdc ReasOn see that C.ulture wils 
but "shrivelled skin11 that must be sloughed off if the road to revolution (the 
French Revolution in Hegel'A case)was to be open. And the French Revolution '~as, 
tO Hegel, the supreme outburst of spiritual emancipation. 

If religion is the opiate of the people, cqlture is the "rum and coca
cola" come on. In the case of Mao, Once the el ienation from the. mosses poss.assed 
him. he engaged in such a "glddy whirl of .self .. p.erpetuBt~ng cUsordet~n call,ed 
"Grest Leap_ ForWard" that it brought the country to near-famine. The labor 
regimentation· which. Mao dared .:all "Communes" hsd lOng ago been rriuch moie Pre-

, cisely characterized by Hegel ·as usetf .. Contained Individuals Associated as a · 
Conmunity of AnirMls and the Deception Thence A~isinz." (Atk me some day how 
Marx .uses this section in the11Grundris"se'1.) 

Having failed to create a revolution in Rroduction relations, Mao had 
no choice but to go in for the ep-iphenomenal • 

. At first he had tried to escape the relegation to the cultural sphere. 
It is to be doubted that Mao understood or had ever read Hegel's ilnBlysis of 
culture as "self-diremption," bJt every one in the movement did know at least 
the vulgarized Nsrxlan version that culture was mere superstructure as. against 
the basic structure of capitalism, i.e., its mode of production. Whst "gave l~ao 
a second chanc~ to escape the epinhenomenal was tt~ rise of the·Third World !n 
the early 1960'.s. He then attempted to n1ask his opposition to proletarian revo
lution by declaring the new, third world of underdeveloped countries to be the 
"true storm centers of world revolution." 

Thereby he hoped to win this new world and ch•llenge Russia's leade~shir 
of the Communist world. It almost workedf u.s. imperl~liam•s attack on South 
Vietnam in February 1965, however, made clear the need for united actions 
and when Mao refused such a united front wJth Russia to Rid Vletnan1, it brought 
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about new opposition both within his own Cent1·at Committee and on the part of 
other Communist Parties who previously ~~d taken the Chinese side in the Sino
Soviet conflict. 

It wes then, and only then, that Mao dropped the other shoe -- revealing 
the true retrogresslonist character of his thought. You cou!d asy that, though 
Mao didn't recognize philosophy, ?hiloaophy recoanized him so long ago it pre
dicted his coming. The fetishistic character of the so-called cultural revolu
tion struck out, not against exploitative production, but the bland "four olds" 
(old ideas, old culture, old customs, and old habits). All sound and fury and 
no class content. Only he who has no future is so scared of the past! By 
any ether n~~~. including that of Red Guards, the elitist character of Party, 
Army, Red Guards and what now merged into the one and only "helmsman at the ship 
of state" is as unmistakable as was Louis XVI•s "L'etat c'est mol. 11 

A single look at the deification of Mao that ·has taken place since the 
cultural revolution and one must conclude'thac Hegel did, after all, underesti
mate the arrogance of the illegitimate offspring that wss to crop up 160 years 
after the publication of The Phenotn'anology of Mind. 

It is not Mao that concerns us, The only reason we spent so much tir•:.-~. 
on him is. because in this year of transition, when genuine freedom movements.ar~ 
arising very nearly dally," we have tO answer: ltthat can possibly be the. pull of 
Mao-- or, for that'matter, Castro a- upon today 1 s young ~evolutionaries, black 
and white, who are neither tied to state power, or elite party and/or guerrilla 
band, much less hunger for single worl~ w~stery? 

The genius of Hegel, his relevance f~r today. is that he summed up what 
he called "the experiences of consciousness"''in so comPrehensive, .so prOfou:td 8 

·man'ner over s'o long 8 stretch of man's development -- from 500 B.C. and the Greek. 
city-s~ates to 1800 A.D. and the French Revolution .... that the tendencies in the 
sur.n:ation of the past give us a glimpse of the futur.e, especially when material
istically understood i.n· a Marxist-Humanist, not vulgar economist, manner. · 

Briefly, it is th\s. There is a dialectic of thought from conscious
ness through culture to philosophyo 

There is a dialectic of history from slavery through serfdom to free 
wage labor. 

There is 8 dialectic of the class struggle in general, and under capital
ism in particular-- and as it develops through certain specific stages from 
competition through monopoly to state, it in each esse calla forth ~w forms of 
revolt!!!!:! new aspects of the philosophy of revolution. Only a Marx cauld wor~: 
out the l~tter. What Hegel had-shown ~ere the dangers inherent in the French 
Revolution which did not enlill the millentum but ln.Napoleon. In a word, the 
dialectic disclosed that the counter-revolution is within the revolution. 

It is the greatest challenge n~n ever hod to face. 

In our age of state-capitalism, totalit8rinn1sm, £nd transfo~mation 
into opposite of tha proletarian revolutionary party to the Single State Party~ 
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philosophy is not only the abandoned orphan for whom no one cares, much less 
cores to develop and labor at and with, It ls the missing link everyone .. M 

everyone except us -- is determined will never be found. Time is so short, 
yes. But without such nlabor, pll.tience, seriousness and suffel~ing of the 
negative" the danger is that you fall backward, just when you are on the thresh .. 
old of high new adventut·e, into one of the existing world societies, rather than 
move forward to a new society. 

So it is neither Napoleon nor Mao; neither the White Terror that fol
lowed the defeat of the Paris Corrrnune nor StaUn-Khrushchev-Brezhnev-Kosygin 
type of counter-revolution; neither Guevara's tragic death nor Castro's approval 
of the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia, though all of these have lessons for 
us. Rather it is we, right here and now, as we try to prepare for a future that 
does not repeat the past. 

OOR TASKS: BLACK MASS REVOLT AID LABOR vs. RACISM 
STUDE!~ REBELLIONS vs. "CULTURE" 
PHILOSOPHY vs. PARTY 

The objective situBtton, on the one Mnd, and the phi los_ophic ramifi
cations of the freedom struggles, on the other hand, govE:rn all developments ~
the black mass revolt. as well as the student reb2Uions, rank and file white 
labor as well a~ international revoluttoOs· .... and coUnter-revolutions. l•1arxist .. 
Humanists naturally view all new developments from these two vantage. points. 
What is~ this year is· that" we are ever so coilscious pf philosophy in its 
_grganizational form. This is ·true even of our work :In other orgai\Jzation.s, for, 
just as you cannot have ideas without human beings whO have theae ideas, so 
these beings do not float about :In m:ld-air,. but have an earthly base ~- in this 
case, an organization whore both their self-development and that of all whom we 
attract, makes possible the attempts to realize these MarAlsc-Humanist principles, 
that is, to make freedom .!!!• · · 

(Parenthetically I should warn you that some questions that would or
dinarily be taken ·up only ~t the OrganJzationnl Session, will be :Injected here. 
The discussion on these will, however, still h3 left for tomorro~.:, though the 

·philosophic ·implications of these organizational questions have to be touched 
here.) 

Thus, let us compare SNCC in 1966, when we last met in convention, and 
the California Black Panthers, In 1968. The development is most significant 
because here we get a black organizetion that is more tied ·in with the community 
than SNCC ever was, since SNCC wss never s nember organization. and its staff 
worked in sa elitist a fashion as any "vanguard party" of Canmunism, including 
its secrecy ~ot of matters that truly need to b~ s~eret in a white society, but 
of theoretical Snd internatiOnal views which cannot possibly develop seriously 
in secret. 

In 1967, for example, SNCC suddenly issued a statement that had a strong 
dose of anti-Semitism In lt. Taking Its departure frorn the Arab-Isrsell war, It 
brought this anti--Semitism down to the omall grocery store in Harlem and other 
black communities. Not only did this run counter to the essential movement of 
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blacks in this country, but it was brought in from above on the bests of trips 
from Cuba to Algeria, again without report to any membership or the community, 
for that matter. In any case, as black power got to mean purely"against whttey11 , 

without either class or other qualifications, it was impossible for us and all 
others in the civil rights movement to open up any direct means of communications. 
Since it is impossible to think of the American Revolution without a unity of 
black and white, this bore the earmarks of tragedy. 

In 1968, the California Black Panthers show a Cifferent direction. ThP.y 
remain black without disdaining collaboration with white labor and radical organi
zations. If they remain part of Peace ·and Freedom Parfy, and if that, in turn, 
doesn't either disintegrate after the elections or get taken over tn fsctJonal 
fights between old radicals, this is altogether a new development which we should 
seriously look into as an organization '~e could participate in. 

The new in this development, furthermore, is the Black Panthers' 
interest in soCialism, in the~ry. That surely would be a new high stnge, far 
higher than what: has been true of white labor at its highest stages of· dev-elop .. 
ment. Eve·n when R million voted for Eugene Victor Debs and his aritt-war stCJnd 
in World War I, the hero Proved attractive through his courage and class struggle 
stand,, not through any theoretical insights. In fact he prided himself on~· 
~ing a theoretician; Thus, the new Black Panther development would prove most 
challenging ~o us, a challenge that would test ~· 

History may help some .... there are no less than thirty >•ear·a and more 
vf both activity and theory on this ·one question which wl! have always' considere•J 
crucial to the American Revolution, ~ internationally. I don't mean only 
~fries and the West Iridies; I mean as a National Qu-ast ion wherever it arises, 
from Ireland to Korea, .a~ well as where it is not a nation but e national 
minority, whether that be the Jew in Poland, the Slovaks tn Czechoslovakia, or 
the language battles in In'dia. The world over the color ques.tion will be 
decisive both because of its color, and its ~~lSI as a National Quastion. 

Both in actuality and philos~phically, this is of the essence for the 
world revolution. I spoke previously about "Black Is Besutifuln as true, 
but· not a s'erious force for reVolution if it remsJ.ned related to the so-called 
culture.sphere only; I said it would have to be developed as one factor among 
others, become "Mind" as Hegel would say, and not just culture •. What I didn't 
say was that it is not only a cultural or philosophic question. It has a lang 

much longer than those who shout it loudest know. ?or example, as 
an important .movement of blacks in France, i.t developed back in the 

1940s, It developed not onty great poets like Leopold Sedar Senghor 
and Aime Cesare, but actual revolts which helped bring about independence, and 
not only in what was French Africa, but as 11Africsnization11 also in British 
Africa, and again now in Portuguese, Spanish, and so on. But it has nowhere led 
to social revolution, a deepening of the revolutions and their relations to 
Euro~an, Asian, Latin American Revolutions-to-be. 

lt becomes, then, one more question that hungers for completion in a 
more totQl view, not for any academic reason, but because it cannot otharwise 
realize freedom • 
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For just a moment, then, let us look at the question of black revolt 
where it is needed most, but sees itself as a world apart -- white labor. 
Marxist-Humanism could play the crucial transition point here. Begin with a 
concrete phenomenon, a counter-revolutiona~y one that is, indeed, pressing hard on whtte labor. 

Neither Wallace nor Wallace .. tsm, for example, \~ill disappear after the 
November elections, The danger is much greater than thAt which Goldwater repre
sented·. He just faded back into the Republican Party. Wallace has his own party. 
It is more dangerous than McCarthyiSm which worked on lies, hate and fear, but, 
not· having created.an organizational base to carry on Without him, it simply re
appeared in other forms such as Birch-ism. 

Wallaceism is a srester danger than that organization because BirchiDm 
has its organizational base in the middle class; t\'till<Jce, on the other hand, is_ 
actually reaching out for workers, "the little mann, a la Hitler. The labor 
bureaucracy cannot possibly fight this divisive force within its ol\ln ranks, bo!.:h 
because it is tied to the regular capitalist organizations and is the direct 
bureaucratic force over rank and file labor, not to ment.ion tha~ it totally lacks 
any philosophy. We_ are confident that the proletariat as a whole will yet re
gain its good class sense. But, as the NeWs & Letters lead·article by Mike i'n 
the August-September issue showed, we are not leaving it at that. We are patient
ly 'and co~prehensively explaining to white labor ~11 the ramifications of racism 
and the divide~and~rule tactics of that den~gogue Wallace. 

It is not, however~ just a task for white radtcels. I believe the 
greatest force in this job .... and it will again be proof of the genuine vanguard 
nature of Negroes in Amerir.an society are the black worke~s. It is here 
where Marxist-Huw.anism can help' the black worker s~eak to the white worker, not 
only with his revolutionay aspirations and where his cla~s interests lie, but 
also in drawtng a sharp cleavage between white labor and its bureaucracy, by 
ope~ing up altogether new visions of 8 different world. · 

In a word, the combination of activity, -of unity of whlte and black, 
and unity of theory and practice, come into play in this immediately pressing 
problem of white labor,· to whom we must say, in no uncertain terms, that otherwise 
it would stand in danger of beinS de-classed, as has hAppened to white labor 
in South Africa, and it then becomes, as Marx warned, "Nothing." The sales of 
Bisek Mass Re~ before factory gates, and a new series of leaftets that we have 
begun inserting in News & Letters on problems tn the factory, must now concern 
themselves also with the danger of Wallace-ism. You will be discussing this fur
ther at the Organizational Session. Here,even when 1 deal with organizational 
questions and pose concrete tasks, it is always strictly from the point of view 
of how to concretize Marxist-Humanist philosophy. 

For example, you will be discussing the Columbia University pamphlet 
at great length late1·. ·But let us here compare how both the objective sitUPtion 
and philosophy affect comparable events differently, ~epending on the time in which they take place, 

Take the Free Speech Movement of 1964 and the Columbia University rebel
lion o£ 1968, Were we to take the objr.ctlve situation and the philosophic rami
fications of FSN, there would be no doubt that it t..:as; the greater event -- not 
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only because it was a first, but because of its scope, length, broadness of 
involvement of both the student body and the faculty. It w~s, moreover, in
volved in both civil rights and labor struggles, and made another first by raising 
a philosophic question, specifically the questio~ of Alienation. (Hy. speech on 
that theory is but a single aspect, as our pamphlet on the FSI-1 shows). By this 
depth of development, it has entered history and wi 1.1 remain as a crucial turn
ing point in youth development in this country. 

Yet. Columbia University has the greater .significance, not because we 
were in it, though that is no small part of it, nor becnuse SOS led it as against 
the spontaneous rise of a single le~der in the FSH: Mario Savio. Rather, it is 
because 1968 is so different from 1904 ~hen the civil rights struggle was still 
in the South, and Berkeley, rather- than Oakland, tvos the Northern headquarters, 
so· to speak. It is true that all were related to SNCC, CORE, etc • • : .. which ac-
tivity, indeed, was the spar_k that ignited the fires of revolt. 1968, on the 
other hand, not only has seen the black revolution move North in general, but, 
very specifically, there were black students em th'! campus which at once_mnde 
Harlem become consc_ious of it, and it of Harlem. The Universicy•s proximity 
to Harlem and the neighborhood around itSelf involved SDS in tenant organiza
tions, and the labor situation, too, was not 11out9:ide" (as was the case when 
FSL'l students picketed places in San Francisco) but concerned 11 its own" cafeteria 
workers, etc·. · · 

, In a word, the historic period, the p:-oximity to-the Uinner city" as 
against the ivory tower, and the international situation -- the French near-rev~ ... 
lution .... at once transfor;e'd tl,e Columbia Unlversi.ty stru&sle into something 
more Significant thari the FSM in the devel0pm'2nts teadi'ng to an American Revolu· 

!.!P..U· 
Fi'nally, consider the phtlosophic implications and ramifications. 

I.n FSH, though Alienatio_n was on everyone's lips, ·it had maant, to t~ose to whom 
it acted as impulse to involveme"nt .... and 'J t was this that transfOrmed a sinall 
radical grouping t'nto a mass movement .... a strugf!le against the impersonalism, 
the. I~N-card n.ature of the mu.ltiverslty_. 

By 1968~ such attitudes concerned, not the revolutionary but the moder5~~ 
wing, and could be lowered to the status of 11Restrucl:uring the University". On· 
the other hand, the French near-revolution traOsformed the question of .student 
revolt into something unique. At the same time, philosophically it was not only 
the involvement of one- small segment in the classes in Hegel that we held; it 
was not only the direction we as individual Marxist-Humanists helped give to 
SDS in labor and international relations •• none of which is to be discounted. 
It was th~t all these coalescing, raised the queStion of philosophy, not as 
centering around alienation, but as one about philsophy ~revolution. 

Because this is so, it demands that even the selling of literature at 
the International Assembly of Revolutionary Students, be done so creatively as 
itself to be a philosophic act. For example, we could bundle together special 
items at special prices,· which would express our philosophy "all at once" so to 
speak. Thus: ( 1) Take the News & Letters of July on France and the one of Augu9t 
on Czecho!lovakla, to which you add the pa~phlet, StDte-Caoltalism and Marx's 
Humanism, and give it a title such as 11Today and Yesterdays Theory and Reality" 
and sell it very reasonably. 
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(2) Copy out on a separate mimeographed she'et, the two paragraphs from 
the 1963 Introduction to Marxism and Freedom which satd I had been criticized 
for having placed Negro bus boycott and Hungarian Revolution on the same plane, 
and I had also been criticized for not having take\\ deStsHnization into con
siderat\on in my critique of Rus!l!.tt. Then ask a question; 11t~ould anyone repeat 
this today? Yet Ha't'xism and Freedom took in no less than 200 years of history, 11 

ending with:"Read this work, the first to establish the American roots of Marxism, 
the first to re-e9tablish the Humanism of Harxism for our era, the f.irRt to let 
workers P.peak for themselves on Automat lon." 

(3) Whether or not the New Pol~tics issue with Dick's article on Herbert 
Marcuse 1s out by then, cooies of the a'rt\Cle' rrust be .available on the table. 
Msrcuse ts a big name in Europe. It must ~e criticized that seriously and fro111 
the Left and by a 11 bac:kward 1-merican." 

Oht yes, and Socialist Humanism sho~ld have a note before it, calling 
attention to those who are now. in jai'i:lind otherwise in danger, to show that 
this is not an academic question. 

And, finally, it goes without saying tl~Clt if we are participating 1n 

the conference either as speakers from the platform, or from ~he floor, we must 
not only speak, as we a're sure tO do, as Marxist ... Humanists :~~::··theorY'' only, but 
as organization .... by calling attention tO the literature table, ~tressing that 
the repor_t we have printed directlY from Prague is where Mar~cist .. Hcmanism is 
fa't from being "acaderilia". 

All these tr~nsition points t~ make, as Ray F. said in his c~~tribution 
to. the discussiorL, people ''know that we•~e an organh.ation with a paper, not a 
paper with an ~rgOnization", lead me, hoWever, to return to the quastion ~f philo
sophy, th's time on the question we have never fully broken' through: Why philo
sophy1 Or rather, why have we never been t1ble to make philosophy. as concrett.1 
sa the adherents of the eUte party that we have rejected, hnve made their P.k'- · 

rogant vanguordtsm? 

Let•s·, then, get down to our f-inal point ... Philosophy vs. the Party_-:-
and try again, beginning with the latest dPvelopments in Czechoslov~kia. · 

. It ls'no accident that the Czechoslovak friends grasped Marxist-Humanism 
both in theory and as organization in a more concrete manner than we have here. 
It was no accident first because the enemy theY had to contend with was greater .... 
totalitarian conrnuntsm. Secondly, because· _they were thus engaged in a spontaneous 
moVement on their own 1 in the direction of Marxist-Humanism; so that when they 
discovered Marxism and Freedom in 1965 ..... one via an article on Africa, and the 
other via the analysts of Russian Communism .... it was- as if they heard themselves 
speak, only clearer, more comprehensively, and at the same time on the questions 
that .:oncerned them, since, as you know, Narxtsm and F'reedom was being completed 
just as the Hungarian Revolution erupted and that, likewise, went diTectly into 
Marxism and Freedom. 

Most of all, however. I think it is because their enemy, direct, imp,lacabla, 
both In life and In theory was "THE P/IRTY",· Instead of merely rejecting It, 
they knew they had to answer its claims and not only expose Its treacheries, Philo· 
sophy seemed to be the only answer, and then, so to speak, I came along, from 
the other end of the world, as "pure theory" with the same answer. 
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The fact that the counter .. revolution has no doubt driven undergrout'.d or 
killed outright this emergent Marxist Humnniam neither disproves the facts, nor 
can it kill the idea. It will come alive again, somehow, somewhere, and we have 
no small task in making it not just a national, but a world, problem. 

Now let's go to the beginnings in Mnrx and see what illumination we can 

get. for our problem today. 

lt is, of course, no accident that, MArx, to begin with, used the termino
logy "realizing philosophy" to expreB:S uwkt.ng freedom A rcalitya The tragedy lies 
in the f~ct that. since Marx's death, this is not uhnt guided the building of a 
Marxist organization •• ar.ywhere, at any time. ---It took nothing short of ~ ~orld 
war and collapse of the Second International before ~ven Lenin recognized that 
philosophy was ~he determining factor in revolution. Until 1914, he not only 
accepted Plekhanov's vulgarizations of philosophy as the alpha Dnd omega of MarY.ian 
phi.losophy. He himself rose to fury and wrote just as vulltaT. a book on the ques
tion, Materialism snd Empirio-Criticism, only because the srnall group of Bo_lshevi:~s 
were beginning to deviate on the political front. tn a word, only!!!!! 1914, 
did he recognize the determining factor of philosophy in revolution. Hfs own 
conct'ete universal .. - "to s man" --was Humanism brought up to the·eve of the 
Russian Revolution (though he still did not know the spec if i.e Humanist essays of 
1844). He did not live long e~ough to 'reorganize his party on !h.,&.,! philoBC?phic 
principle. This task revolves on us, and it is no small task. 

T~~re is not only opposition to us; but a great deal of fakery going on · 
in the rad.ieal movement on the whole question. And I don't mean only the Trotsk~~-~ 
ists. Take the Internationale Situathmniste. He delibera\:ely left Ot.1t tha't 
group when we .anatyzea the analysts of the French situationa Deliberately, be-
cause they. deserve n special tHebe, not because of -their correctness or honesty, 
but to show how much "like" someone else one_ may sound. Here is a gt'oup that on 
the questiOn of anti-elitism, spontaneit:Yv old radical groups, sound so much like 
us that only if you were suspicious could you possibly think that not only is not 
"philosophy" ever mentione·d, but ·history itself is distorted-- and both. deliberately 

and shBmefacedly at once. 

A wore careful look at their leaflet, however, would reveal that nothing 
was accidental in what they omitted. Thus, there is a great big half-century gap 
between the first example of workers' councils (why not soviets, which was their 
true name in 19051 Or, if they mean factory committees and not soviets, why not 
state that by name, and no. one would know what they meant1) and the 1956 example 
of Worl<ers Councils In Hungary. A little reflection will show .that 19.17 (no little 
revolution) is not even cited as what one should follow in the French events. 
1937 ls likewise slighted, though there were factory committees galo~ and directly 
at the bench -- but then there were also anarchists in leaderdhlp. 

I cite this not only to show that one cannot judge by generalities, but 
also how truly alone one is in trying to build an organization on Marxist-Humanism. 
Marx was alone and none after him rasoed how total! inse arable are hiloso h• 
and organization. This was no simple question, nor was it due only to the fact 
that Marx's Humanist Essays of 1844 were_ not discovered until the- 1920's, at the 
very end, just as fascism was beginning to come to the surface uith the world depre& .. 
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stan. There were obJective roots in this forgetfulness. The self-organization of 
the proletariat was first correctly expanded, just as Marx had done, this time 
into the Second Internet tonal. The new stage of canitaltsm w~s creating a basis 
for a division in the working class,Through its expansion into imperialism.~ 
the aristocracy of labor. When World War I finally revealed that awful truth 
of counter-revolution within revolution, the coalescence of life and philosophy 
did result in Lenin's ~new universal and the greatest proletarian revolution 
in history became a fact. 

But, fortunately or unfortunately, we cannot repeat either 1844-1848 
or 1914-1917; we have to build on the basts of 1968! And now that we have found 
the missing link,the old radicals are trying to rebury it once again. They are 
going to do everything in thei~:.. poweT to confuse the new youth who think .... not 
having had historical experience -- that each idea is just someone's opinion, and 
each has a right to be judged on the merits of what he p~esents at a single momen~, 
in a single event,' eseecially if he is active, active. active. 

But to Marx, thought, too, was an activity .... the precise one the capit.Jl
. ists hope you never 'engnge in (they surely exhaust you eriough in. th.eir exploita
tion that you 1 d rtlther "relax"), but' the· one that.' is nevertheless the indispcnsl!bl< 
prerequisite in preparing for revohitlon. No metter how ·apontanef)usly they artse, 
they will never· su·cceed and develop until we get that division between mental anc.!. 
manual labor broken down, and the unity of theOry and practice _a fact. 

Fir~t, Philosophy is not an academic word. It is philosophy of revolution. 
That, indeed, is what the dialectic is all about. But where, to Hegel, it was 
an algebra of revolution, an abstraction •• to Marx it was most concrete and 
spelled out as Subject,-·as force·of revolution, masses, the proletariat and the 
nationally oppressed as Reason. · 

Secondly, philosophy is. needed the day ~~!!• the day_gf, and the day!££!! 
the revolu!:ion. Otherwise, the great climax of revolution can·still-become ·a 
transition to a backward movement for ·art the reSt of the capitalist world will 
not only press down upon the new revolution with counter-revolutionary armies, 
and eConomic might, but also With old ideology, 

Thirdly, just as, to Marx, his dictum "Labor in the white skin cannot be free, 
so long as labor in the black skin is brantled" was not a mere rhetoric phrase, 
but a philosophy of liberation, so we have had the extreme historic "luck" to 
spell it out most concretely specifically on the crucial subject of the Negro, 
adding to it one other new force •• youth-- and adding it at the time when all 
others were-talking of the beat ·generation. (Reread our Constitution, written in 
1958.) 

Now it io true that it is easier to malte people join when you promise 
them they will be "the vanguard" the minute they join the Party. It surely leaves 
no doubt what your main preoccupation as member is -· the main activity iG to make 
others join the elite. And it says that unless you join "the Party" you will not 
be among "the chosen". 

To say, on the other hand, that what distinguishes your organization 
from all others is philosophy, and that, moreover, though we have done a great 
deal of work, it is by no means finished, dcea not wilt membors so easily. We 
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have no program, no blueprint for success. It is something that you yourself 
must help develop. Inviting someone to labor, to work out the future, does 
not have the same appeal that an invitatjon to adventures of power has ... and 
via shortcuts to it, at that. 

Nor is it as appealing, as easy, Ds t:ransmitting "cultural revolution" 
which tells you that tf only you get rid of the "four olds11 zmd destroy old 
culture, preferably with an axe, change your hebtts, and ao forth, all wtll be 
right. 

Castro is tops in glamour these days becnuse of the martyrdom of Che, 
on the one hand, and the disd~in for theory,on the other hand, while glorifying 
the barrel of the gun. 

Those who are aspiring revolutionaries but Co not know history do not 
know that the disdain for theory is not new, n~t revolutionary, not activism 
(Heidegger, too, yelled 11Man is not a thinking being, but an acting one"). !2;1 

the disdain for theory is inherent in bourseois practice. 

Because, however, they are young, are not representative of any state 
poWeT., but are truly idedisttc .and revolutionat'y, we do have's different attituCP. 
to.· r.hem. We stress, to.them, that in the battle of ideas you must be consten~ly 
ensased.tn everv acttvt~Y, and that white philosophy may appe~r as academic, it 
is not -- it is a philosophy of revolution. 

Philosophy may.appec1r es if organization building is not indispensable, 
but in truth, outside of organizattoil there is. neither self-development rior eol ... 
lective development. Nor is it possible Co prepD'J."e the road to revolution 11out
side". There is no philosophy, no idea9, without~ who h&ve these ideas, 
who live by them, ~nd if necessary die by them. But ~e. do nQt make a fetish 9f 
martyrdom, either, ·and send you out to die oi have you volunteer for it ..... as 
did Che. It is better to 1!Y£ fOr these idees which will cx·eate freedom for all. 

No, it is not a finished fornuta. Ii is a S!!!s You youJ,";;elf _must par
ticipate in. Join-with us in this great historic task~ and the future is assured, 
not as formula, but as something to work out. Now that '~e· have both' the missing 
link and the fOrces of revo!Utton~f~crete .... the prOletariat, black and 
white; and the youth, too, as both a national and international foree .... the. 
task will be done. · 

Detroit, Mich: RAYA DUNAYEVSKAYA 
August 3!, 1968 
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